Purpose: To characterize cardiac-and respiratory-driven cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) motions in intracranial space noninvasively, four-dimensional velocity mapping (4D-VM), correlation mapping, and power and frequency mapping with cardiac-gated and/or asynchronous magnetic resonance (MR) phase contrast (PC) techniques were conducted.
Introduction
Investigations of CSF motion based on MRI have been actively performed [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . CSF motion is thought to be composed of three components: cardiac-driven motion, respiratory-driven motion, and bulk flow [7, 8] . Cardiac-driven motion is primarily induced by arterial blood vessel pulsation and relates to the regulation of intracranial pressure (ICP) [2, 4, 9, 10] . A change in intrathoracic pressure caused by respiration induces the modulation of venous blood pressure, resulting in respiratory-driven motion [6, [11] [12] [13] [14] . Bulk flow is a slow motion relating to CSF production and absorption, thus playing a role to washout wastes from the brain through the glymphatic system [7, 8, 15, 16] .
Hydrocephalus is the most commonly known disease relating to the alternation of CSF dynamics through, for example, a velocity increase in the aqueduct [17] [18] [19] . Although hydrocephalus increases intracranial pressure (ICP) in some cases, normal pressure hydrocephalus (NPH), including idiopathic NPH (iNPH), does not increase ICP, and thus, it is difficult to know the exact status of the disease using invasive pressure measurement, as in a lumber puncture (LP) procedure. Even in such a case there might be abnormality in the CSF dynamics. Therefore, the investigation of the relationship between hydrocephalus and CSF motion is essential. It is also known that the development of Alzheimer'sd i s e a s e (AD) relates to the accumulation of amyloid beta protein and thus to the malfunction of the glymphatic system, which in turn the bulk flow [8] . Thus, the characterization of the CSF dynamics may lead to the key for clarifying the status and the symptom of the abovementioned diseases.
This chapter presents the techniques for the visualization and characterization of CSF motion in intracranial space based on the cardiac-gated PC [20, 21] and asynchronous PC technique of MRI.
Material and methods
The use of human subjects in this study was approved by both internal review boards of Tokai University, Kanagawa, Japan, and Tokai University Hospital, Kanagawa, Japan. All volunteers were examined after appropriate informed consent was obtained.
Cardiac-gated and asynchronous PC techniques
The cardiac-gated PC technique is the combination of continuous PC acquisition and retrospective reconstruction. A schematic diagram of the cardiac-gated PC acquisition is explained in Figure 1(a) . The signal is read out regardless of the electrocardiography (ECG) signal. The signals are sorted retrospectively according to the delay time from the R-wave of ECG signal to form a time series of k-space images. The k-space series are then reconstructed to be multiple PC images resulting in time-resolved velocity images. In this technique, the respiratory-induced motion is simply ignored.
The asynchronous PC technique uses a rapid signal acquisition scheme, such as steady state free precession (SSFP), to obtain velocity images with the order of 217 ms per frame. When combined with the ECG and respiratory signals monitored during acquisition, this technique may simultaneously measure the cardiac-and respiratory-driven CSF velocities.
CSF motion visualization based on cardiac-gated PC imaging
Cardiac-gated PC velocity measurement was performed in three spatial directions at 1.5 T for 13 young, healthy volunteers (8 males and 5 females with mean AE SD age of 29 AE 5); 13 elderly, healthy volunteers (4 males and 9 females with mean AE SD age of 72 AE 8); and 13 patients with iNPH (2 males and 11 females with mean AE SD age of 75 AE 5). Detailed imaging conditions are shown elsewhere [10] .
In segmenting the CSF space from the T2-weighted images with relatively large voxel size (approximately 1 mm 3 ) [22] , the spatial-based fuzzy clustering method (SFCM) was applied to reduce the possible partial volume effect [23] . This method differentiated tissues with different signal intensities even in an identical voxel and determined the boundary between the tissues, resulting in a reasonably segmented image.
Four-dimensional velocity mapping
Four-dimensional velocity mapping (4D-VM) visualizes the cardiac-driven CSF motion in intracranial space, which is composed of cardiac-gated PC acquisition in three spatial directions. In-plane velocities were indicated as arrows, while out-plane velocities were colorcoded. The time-resolved velocity maps or 4D-VM were superimposed on T2 images.
Curl of the velocity field
In general, a vector field is fully characterized by the divergence and curl of the velocity field based on Helmholtz's theorem [24] . The curl of the velocity field was calculated as follows to provide the intensity of the vortex: 
Correlation mapping
Correlation mapping is a technique to provide the delay and correlation of CSF motion propagation in space. This technique works under the assumptions that CSF moves with pressure propagating from the pulsation of blood vessels and/or brain parenchyma and that CSF itself is a media of such pressure propagation.
The velocity waveform of CSF motion or blood flow obtained by the time-resolved PC acquisition was sampled at a particular reference point. By time shifting the velocity waveform at an arbitrary point to have the highest correlation coefficient with that at the reference, as illustrated in Figure 2 , two important parameters, d max and P d max may be calculated. The following equation was used to calculate these values assuming that the lengths and shapes of the waveforms are similar to each other and that there is a linear delay between the waveforms:
where P d is the correlation coefficient with the number of delay time points d within a cardiac period, v R k is the velocity of the reference waveform, v R is the average of v R k , v A kÀd is the velocity at the arbitrary spatial location and shifted for d points with respect to the original, v A is the average of v A kÀd , k is the time index, and N is the total number of data points and thus the number of images, within a cardiac period. Eq. (3) is similar to but different from that used in the pulsatility-based segmentation (PUBS) [25] . The delay giving the maximum correlation P d max was defined as the delay time d max , Then d max and P d max were estimated and mapped for all voxels in the CSF space.
After validating the appropriateness of the correlation mapping technique in a flow phantom [10] , it was applied to three subject groups. The reference region was set at CSF near the basilar artery in the midline slice to visualize CSF motion propagation derived from the cardiac pulsation [9] . The CSF motion propagation in the FH direction was analyzed because the dominant motion was expected to be to and fro in this direction.
Cardiac-and respiratory-driven CSF motion characterized by asynchronous PC imaging
Asynchronous 2D-PC imaging in the sagittal plane in the midline was applied to 12 healthy volunteers (10 males and two females with mean AE SD age of 31 AE 13 years old) using 3 T-MRI. Each volunteer was instructed to have 6-s cycle by homemade audio guidance. In addition, 10-and 16-s cycle respiration was also instructed for seven healthy volunteers (six males and one female with mean AE SD age of 31 AE 12 years old). Cardiac and respiratory signals were measured by ECG and a bellows-type pressure sensor on the volunteer's abdomen. Detailed imaging conditions can be found elsewhere [13] . Non-gated, PC image acquisition with 217-ms (4.61 frame/s) temporal resolution was repeated 256 times, resulting in about 56-s total acquisition time for each volunteer.
Power and frequency mapping
Since cardiac-and respiratory-driven CSF motions have different frequency ranges corresponding to cardiac pulsation and respiration, these motions should appear as different spectral peaks in the frequency domain. Monitoring an ECG signal as well as a respiratory signal, which is obtained by a bellows-type pressure sensor, the cardiac-and respiratory-driven CSF velocity components were separately extracted in the frequency domain. The energy of the cardiac and respiratory component was calculated by integrating the power spectral density of these components in each voxel and then normalized by the entire energy in the 0-2.0-Hz range. Such calculations were performed for all the voxels including CSF to create a power map (P-map). The frequencies of the maximum peak in the PSD were depicted at all the voxels to form a frequency map (F-map). The brightness of the F-map was weighted with that averages the maximum values of PSD in intracranial space. To quantify the P-map, regions of interest (ROIs) were placed, as shown in Figure 3 .
Pressure gradient
The pressure gradient of the cardiac-and respiratory-driven CSF velocity along the FH direction was calculated based on Eq. (2). The average of the positive (caudal-to-cranial) and negative (cranial-to-caudal) peak pressure gradient was quantitatively analyzed in ROIs.
Correlation mapping
The correlation mapping technique described in the previous section was applied to the cardiac and respiratory velocities of individual volunteers with the reference region set at the spinal subarachnoid space. The maximum correlation and delay time of each motion component were obtained at the ROIs located at the prepontine, aqueduct, fourth ventricle, and lateral ventricle. 
Displacements of cardiac-and respiratory-driven CSF motion
The displacements of the cardiac and respiratory velocity waveforms were calculated. The displacement was regarded to be during the diastolic or inhalation period when a slope of the velocity waveform was positive and to be during the systolic or exhalation period when a slope was negative. Thus, the displacements were calculated with following equations in the ROIs specified above:
where D dia/inh is the CSF displacement during diastole or inhalation, D sys/exh are the displacement during systole or exhalation, M dia/inh and M sys/exh are the number of data points during each physiological state, N is the number of cardiac or respiratory cycles in the observation duration, v is cardiac-or respiratory-driven CSF velocity, and ∆t is the temporal resolution.
Results

CSF motion visualization based on cardiac-gated PC imaging
The Reynolds number in the aqueduct was calculated to be around 136 when the velocity was 2.47 cm/s. Since this value was less than 2000, the CSF motion inside the aqueduct was regarded to be a laminar flow when moving toward one direction. The 4D-VM images of the cardiac-driven CSF motion of a healthy volunteer and iNPH patient are shown in Figure 4 , demonstrating the difference in the velocity distribution between the healthy volunteer and the iNPH patient. The peak-to-peak velocity in the healthy volunteers in the aqueduct was 1.25 AE 0.78 [cm/s], while that in the iNPH patients was 2.86 AE 1.39 [cm/s]. The curl images in Figure 5 showed that the disturbance around the brainstem in the iNPH patient was higher than that of the healthy volunteer. Figure 6 revealed that the pressure gradient in the iNPH patient around the brain stem was larger than the healthy. In the same region, the pressure gradient was 147. The delay time and maximum correlation maps in Figure 7 exhibited that the delay and maximum correlation maps for a young, healthy subject differed according to the CSF motion propagation. The result for an elderly, healthy subject looked like similar but slightly different in longitudinal cerebral fissure from the young, healthy subject.
The velocity waveforms obtained from the prepontine, foramen magnum, third ventricle, fourth ventricle, lateral ventricle, and longitudinal fissure, and those power spectra are shown 
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in Figure 8 . The dominant frequency of the motion in the regions was identical to the cardiac pulsation frequency (≈1.08 Hz). The delay times at the ROIs without the foramen magnum and longitudinal cerebral fissure were quantified, while the mean deviation of the delay was calculated and is summarized in Table 1 . The mean deviation exhibited a difference of CSF motion propagation among the three subject groups. The quantification of the average and standard deviation of the maximum correlation coefficient distribution in the intracranial CSF space segmented by the SFCM with manual segmentation is shown in Figure 9 . Significant differences between the young, healthy group and the others are shown; in addition, the standard deviation of the maximum correlation distribution in the same region indicates significant differences among all groups. Figure 10 (a) presents the CSF velocity waveform at a voxel obtained by asynchronous 2D-PC imaging; Figure 10 (b) is power spectra of the CSF (blue line), ECG (red), and respiratory signal (green); and Figure 10 (c) is the separated cardiac and respiratory CSF velocities. Figure 11 represents the cardiac and respiratory P-maps as well as F-map of a healthy volunteer under a 6-s respiratory cycle. The cardiac components were high at the spinal subarachnoid space and anterior cistern of brainstem, while the respiratory components were relatively small in same regions. The F-map showed that the cardiac component around 1 Hz was dominant at the anterior cistern of the brainstem, while various frequencies were intermixed at the frontal horn of the lateral ventricle, and the pixel brightness was relatively high. In 6-, 10-, and 16-s respiratory cycles, the power ratios between the cardiac-and respiratory-driven components at the anterior cistern of the brainstem are compared in Figure 12 (a), while the ratios of quantitative analysis in 6-s respiration are exhibited in Figure 12 (b). Significant differences between the cardiac and respiratory energy were observed at all respiratory periods, while the power ratios at 6 s were significantly different in ROIs #1-3. Table 2 summarizes the average and standard deviation of the cardiac and respiratory fractions for each respiratory cycle. Significant differences were obtained in the same ROIs at various respiratory cycles. Hydrocephalus: Water on the Brain Figure 13 (a) indicates the typical cardiac pressure gradient image at the maximum positive pressure gradient, while Figure 13 (b) is that at the negative. Figure 13 (c) and (d) is the same but for the respiratory pressure gradient. Moreover, the results of the quantitative analysis of the cardiac and respiratory pressure gradients were depicted in Figure 13 (e).A ta l lt h eR O I s , significant differences were recognized between the cardiac and respiratory pressure gradients.
Cardiac-and respiratory-driven CSF motion characterized by asynchronous PC imaging
The peak-to-peak velocity of the cardiac and respiratory components and the fraction of those were assessed, as shown in Figure 14 . Figure 14 (a) presents a significantly higher velocity of the cardiac-driven CSF motion at #1 and #2 than that of the respiratory-driven motion (p < 0.01). The fraction in Figure 14 (b) exhibited the significant differences in all ROIs (p < 0.01).
The correlation mapping technique applied to the cardiac-and respiratory-driven CSF motions in a healthy volunteer, as depicted in Figure 15 (a), demonstrated a difference in the propagation properties between those motions in intracranial space. The cardiac delay time was short around the brainstem and gradually prolonged with the distance from the reference. In addition, the maximum correlation map indicated a high correlation near the brainstem and low in the midbrain part. The respiratory-driven motion showed scattered delay time distribution and consistently high correlation distribution in contrast to those of the respiratory-driven. The maximum correlation is quantified in Figure 15 (e). There are significant cardiac and respiratory differences in #1 (p < 0.01), #2 (p < 0.05), and #3 (p < 0.05).
The CSF displacement, the fraction between the cardiac and respiratory components calculated by the velocity integration, and the displacement modified in accordance with the energy leaking out from the selected band in frequency domain are shown in Figure 16 . The Figure 14 . Propagation differences between the cardiac and respiratory were observed. Figure 16 . Fractions of the cardiac-and respiratory-driven CSF displacements (a) and the value of displacements modified for the velocity energy leaking out from the selected bandwidth in the frequency domain (b), in the same ROIs as Figure 14 .
displacement fractions, as well as the displacement values with the energy leak compensation, were significantly larger in the respiratory-than in the cardiac-driven motion in all the ROIs (p < 0.01).
Discussion
This chapter described techniques to visualize and characterize CSF motion in intracranial space based on PC velocity imaging. They provide quantitative information on CSF motion, which would be useful for clinical diagnosis.
The 4D-VM technique visualized and characterized various quantities of the cardiac-driven CSF motion. The curl images showed the disturbance of motion, and the pressure gradient represented the pressure propagation that may relate to the driving force. The delay time and the maximum correlation exhibited differences in the cardiac-driven CSF motion among the young, healthy, elderly, healthy, and iNPH patient groups. The presence of delay and correlation variations indicates the presence of compliance in the CSF space and brain parenchyma, as CSF is an uncompressible fluid. Brain compliance decreases with age and iNPH status [26, 27] . The velocity, curl, pressure gradient, delay time, and correlation images may reflect hydrocephalus. The limitations of the cardiac-gated PC imaging are the long acquisition duration and the lack of the information on the respiratory-driven motion.
The asynchronous PC technique separated the cardiac-and respiratory-driven CSF motions. The P-and F-maps indicated that the cardiac component is predominant in the anterior cistern of the brainstem. There are major arteries, such as the basilar artery, which may cause the strong cardiac-driven CSF motion around this tissue region. In addition, the cardiac pulsation period is remarkably shorter than that of respiratory pulsation. The instantaneous and strong cardiac pulsation induces a large pressure gradient resulting in the predominant CSF motion in comparison with the cardiac-driven motion. Moreover, velocity analysis as well as correlation mapping exhibited that the cardiac component was significantly larger than the respiratory component. Thus, the difference between the cardiac and respiratory driving forces appeared in power, frequency, delay time and correlation mapping, and displacement analysis based on asynchronous PC imaging. On the other hand, the respiratory-driven displacement was larger than that of the cardiac because the blood volume change induced by respiration is known to be larger than that induced by cardiac pulsation [6] . This suggests that a high velocity of CSF does not necessarily mean large displacement.
The asynchronous PC technique has several limitations, such as its relatively low temporal resolution and ignorance of the bulk flow. The temporal resolution achieved in the present work was 217 ms corresponding to 4.61 frames/s. Acceleration techniques, such as compressed sensing with sparse sampling, may be needed for higher frame rates and thus accurate evaluation of the CSF motion. The bulk flow, whose velocity may be in the order of molecular diffusion, must be investigated to understand the mass transfer or washout mechanisms in the brain.
Conclusion
The usefulness of the MR techniques, such as 4D-VM, correlation mapping, power and frequency mapping, and displacement analysis based on cardiac-gated and asynchronous PC imaging, were described.
